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OF VARXELG 

The results of a wind-tunnel investigation fram 0.3 to approxrllvltely 
0.9 Mach nmiber of the lift and mnnent characteristics of four lo-percmt- 
thfck circular-ar c airfoil secticma are presented. The thiclmeee at the 
trailing edge wae varied from 0 to ID0 percent of the madmum thicknese. 
The Regnclds nmber of the investdgation varied tith Mach nmber tithin 
the Umits of lx 10s to 2 X 106. 

&creases 331 the trailing-edge thickness resulted in -Increases in 
maximum lift coefficient end lift-curve slope at all Mach nmbers, and 
also in increases in lift-divergence Mach nmber at all uft coefficients. 
As the trailing-edge thiclmess was Increased, proportionately more lift 
was carried over the rear portion of the airfoil sections with an acccm- 
panslng increase in the slope8 of the pita hlq4mmn-L curve0. These 
improvements were ascribed to a reduced region of decelerated flow over 
the aft portions of the airfoil sections a8 the Wail&g edge use thick- 
ened, with a consequent reduction in the area of separatia and in the 
effects of com.pressibilItg. 

. 
Strongly developed l3&&c vortex streets were observed fn the wakes 

of the sections tith appreciable traiUng-edge thickness. Associated 
with the vortex-street development were rapid lift fluctuations and large 
drag coefficients at low lift coefficients. The Uft fluctuatfcms are 
considered to be of possible importance tith respect to airplane Wil 
buffeting and trailing-edge control-eurface flutter. The attachmpmt of 
a thin splitter plate to the aIrfoil traIl3og eQe was found to be an 
effective means for preventing the development of the vortex street and 
its adverse effects. . 
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INTRODUCTIOIV 

It has been indicated by Chapman in reference 1 that airfoil sections 
having blunt trailing edges possess certain advantages over Rhqlp trailing- 
edge sections at supersonic Mach numbers. The analpie show6 that, for 
given structural strength, higher lift-curve slopes and lower drag0 can 
be expected for the blunt trailing-edge sections than for the sharp 
trailing-edge sections. -In references 2 and 3, it was shcwn that airfoil 
sections with thick trailing edges have favorable characteristics from 
the standpoint of tzaiUng*dge cmtrol-stiace effectiveness at tra.monic 
Mach numbers. Favorable lift characteristics in this respect were also 
observed at high subscmic Msch numbers in reference 4 for airfoil sections 
tith maximum thickness at or near the trailing edge. 

The present investigation was undertaken to pro;de information on 
the aerodynamic characteristics of blunt trailing-edge sections at Mach 
numbers up to 0.9. The trailing-edge thicknesswas variedframOto 100 
percmt of the maximum thickness. i-EL airfoil sectims were of circ* 
arc profile and 10 percent thick. 

a0 section lift-curve slope at zero section lift coeffi+nt, per 
degree 

C airfoil chord -. 

cz section lift coefficient 

chL3X 
maximma section Ltft coefficient 

CQ 4 / section pitch ing+mmnt coefficimt about the quarter-chord point 

M free-stream Mach number 

Ml lift4ivergencsMach nmtiber 

a, section angle of attack, degrees 

k 
t ratio dir trafwdge thicknese to maximum thiclmess 

. 
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The investigati& was conducted in the Ames I- by 3-1/24oot high- 
speed wind tunnel which is a two+Umen sfonal4l.ow~ 
throat wind tunnel. 

low-turbulence, closeLd- 

The airfoil models, constructed of alm&mn allog, were of 64nch 
chord and entirely spanned the short dimension of the fid-tmnel test 
section. Contoured sponge-rubber gaskets cmpressed between the model 
ends and the tunnel walls were used to prevent end leakage. The four 
airfoil secticzs, illustrated in figure 1, were of circular+rc profile, 
10 percent thick, tith trailing-edge thiclmesses of 0, 25, 50, and I..00 
percent of the maxhuia thickness. 

Measurements of liftasdquarter-chordpitching lnomentwere made at 
angles of attack varying from -lo to I-O', this latter value beTng suffi- 
cient to encompass the lift stall at most test Uach nmbers. The Mach 
mmibers renged from 0.3 to appronimatebO.9 with corresponding Reynolds 
nwers varying from 1 x ILO* to 2 x 106.. , 

Ai~Toilliftendpitching mments were evaluated, using a method 
similar to that described In reference 5, by integration of the pressure 
reactions*of the airfofl forces on the tmnel floor and ceiling. All the 
data of the present report have been corrected for w9nd4unnel-uaU 
interference bg the method of reference 6. 

RIFSULTS AX0 DISCUSSION 

Section lift and quartemhord pi-tching+no~~ nt coefficients of the 
airfoils (identified in terms of the ratio of trailing-edge thiclmess to 
maximum thickness) are-presented as factions of Mach number at constant 
angles of attack in figures 2 and 3, reepectively. The dashed ties in . 
the figures at the higher Mach numbers indicate the region of possible 
influence of tind-tunnel choking effects an the results. 

The variation of Uft.coefficient with angle of attack is presented 
.in figure 4 for the various profiles. 9% airfoil section with zero 
trailing-edge thiclmess (fig. 4(a)) exhibits Low values of lift-curve 
slope in the vLcinitg of O" angle of attack. For example, at 0.3 Mach 
number the lift-curve slope is appromtely one-half the value at J-LO 
angle of attack.1 Schlieren obsemations indicated the flow to be 
%his phenmenon has been observed to occur on at least one other section 
ha*@: a large trailing-edge angle; the NASA QO35 section exhibits this 
characteristic at a Reynolds nmber of 3.2 x lo*. (See reference 7.) The 
trai-dge angles of the RACA 0035 section and of the section of the 
present Investigation are 43.2' and 22.80, respectively. The effects of 
separation would be eqected to be less severe for the latter airfoil 
section.because of the smaller trailing-edge angle. However, because of . 
differences in both profile and Reynolds number the opposi.te effect is 
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separated on both upper and lower surfaces at 0' angle of attack. It is 
believed that, as the angle of attack increased, the point of separation 
moved rearward on the lower surface, placing the center of the separated 
wake above the trailing edge of the airfoil. This resulted in reduc- 
tions of the effective angle of attack and the section lif%curve slope 
from the values that would pertain if the wake were unseparated. At 
higher angles of attack, approximately 2o and greater, the separation 
point on the lower surface remained fixed at the trailing edge and, as a 
result, the slopes of the lift curves are indicated to be greater than 
at zero angle of attack. 

The effects of-trailing-edge thickness on the respective variation5 
with Mach number of maximum lift coefficient and lift-curve slope are 
shown in figures 5 and 6.- Figure 7 illustrates the lift-divergence Mach 
nmber as a function of lift coefficient. (Liftrdivergence Mach number, 
determined from the curves of figure 2, is defined as that Mach number 
at which the first point of inflection occurs.) It is noted that, for 
increasing trailin@pedge thickness, the values of maxirmnn lift coeffi- 
cient and lift-curve slope are increased at all Mach numbers and the 
lift-divergence Mach number is increased at all lift coefficients. The 
improvements in the lift characteristics are ascribed to the decreasing 
magnitude and extent of adverse pressure gradient over the aft portion 
of the airfoil sections with increasing trailingedge thickness. As a 
result, the detrimental viscous and compressibility effects over the 
trailing-edge region are reduced. For this reason, increasing effec 
tfveness of trailing-edge control surfaces, as is observed from the 
results of references 2 and 3 at high subsonic Mach numbers, would also 
be expected to accompany increases in the trail-e thickness. Also 
for this reason,'it is believed that, although the magnitude of the 
improvements in characteristics observed to accompany increases in 
traiwdge thickness may be exaggerated bemuse of the poor chara- 
teristics of the basic circula~c section, decided improvements will be 
realized from thickening the trailing edges of more conventional sections. 

It is further noted from figure 2(d) that, for the airfoil section 
having maximum thickness at the trailing edge, lift divergence does not 
occur within the Mach number limits of this investigation, Experimental 

* data (see reference 1) indicate the lift-curve slope of this section at 
1.5 Mach number to be about 30 percent of the value shown infigure 6 
for 0.85 Mach rumiber. Since the lift-curve slope must decrease from the 
atisonic value to the 5upersonfc value, it should be expected that 
divergence must occur for this section somewhere between a Mach number 
of 0.85 and a Mach xnmiber'of 1.5. 

Quartex-chord pitchinginoment coefficient plotted against lift coef- 
ficient for several Mach numbers is shown in figure 8 for the various 
airfoil profiles. For the airfoil section having zero trailiwdge 
thickness, positive 5lop55 of the pitch~oment-coefficient curve5 are 
observed at small value5 of lift coefficient (fig. 8(a)). The 
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magnitudes of the slopes of the curves are such as to indicate that, for 
Mach numbers of 0.5 and greater, the center of lifting pressures was 
ahead of the lea- edge at small lift coefficients. This probably 
results from the negative additional lift produced over the rear portion 
of the section by the movement of the lower-surface separation point 
toward the trailing edge with increase in angle of attack. More nega- 
tive slopes of the moment curves at all values of lift coefficient are 
observed from figure 8 to accompany thickening of the trailing edge. 
This result should be expected since proportionately greater lift is 
carried over the rear portions of the airfoil sections as the maximum 
thickness position moves rearward. (S&e reference 5.) 

The improvements in lift characteristics were not achieved without 
some accmpanying undesirable characteristics of the thick trailing-dge 
sections. Schlieren observations indicated that a strongly developed 
E&m& vortex street and an accmpanying system of pressure waves, both 
indicative of large energy losses, were present in the flow fields about 
the airfoilmodels. mica1 schlieren photographs illustrating the flow 
fields about the several profiles are presented in figure 9. From this 
figure it is noted that there.is nothing unusual (with the exception of 
the aforesaid separation) about the flow over the section ~45th the sharp 
trailing edge, but that a regular E&a& vortex street appears in the wake 
of the sections having finite thickness at the trailing edge. This phe- 
n-non ie most clearly e-dent in part (b) of this figure. Also noted 
in the figure is a system of pressure waves which originate at the points 
of discharge of the individual vortices frcan the trailing edge and are 
propagated -seeam throughout the flow field. A close examination of 
the photograph reveals that the waves are emitted alternately from the 
upper and lower surfaces at the trailing edge with a frequency correspond- 
ing to that of the vortex discharge. It would appear, then, that the lift 
is fluctuating periodically, a factor of important significance with 
respect to airplane tail buffeting and traiUng+dg 8 control-surface flut- 
ter. Measurements made with a stroboscopic schlieren device indicated 
that the frequencies of the vortex streets varied directly with Mach nun+ 
her, At 0.65 Mach nuuiber, the measured frequencies were roughly 9m4 
6500, and 3500 cycles per second for the airfoil sections hating, respec- 
tively, values of 0.25, 0.50, and 1.00 for the ratio of trailing-edge 
thiclmess to lllsxhm thickness, It was also observed that, qualitatively, 
the drag coefficients of the thick trailing+dge sections were high and 
increased with trailing-$ige thickness asa result of the energy losses 
associated with the K&man vortex street. For reascms to be discussed 
later, the drag coefficients of the thick trail-dge sections, which 
were determined fram wake-surpey measurwts, are considered quantita- 
tively unreliable and, as a consequence, are not presented. 

One meana has been devised for preventing the development of the 
vortex street, namely, the attachment of a thin splitter plate to the 
trailing edge to prevent the interaction of the vortices generated at the 
upper and lower surfaces of the airfoil section. The effectiveness of 
this device is iU.ustrated by the schlieren photographs of figure 10. 
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Part (a) of this figure is 811 illustration of the flow about the section 
having a trailing-edge thickness equal to one-half the maximum thickness 
before the attachment of the splitter Plate. The unsteady flow charac- 
teristics in the wake and about.l$e modelare clearly evident, Part (b) 
illustrates the flow over the airfoil section under identical conditions 
with a splitter plate attached to the trailing edge. It is immediately 
apparent that the wake width has been greatly decreased and the pressure 
waves totilly eliminated. A Photograph of the em@y test section with no 
flow is included in the figure (part (c)) to Permit separation of the 
optical defects of the tunuel windows from the physical characteristics 
of the flow. The &eflWtian of the strong vortex street ordinarily formed 
atthethicktrailing edge wouldindicate also that theperiodic fluctua- 
tions of the lift forces are no longer Present. The drag coefficients of 
the airfoil with the splitter.Plate were determined to be approximately 
twice those for conventional, sharp, trailing-edge sections. For this 
airfoil section, the length of the splitter Plate emPloyed was approx- 
imately three times the trailing-edge thiclmess. 

The results of limited measurements of the characteristics of the air- 
foil section tith the splitter plate (determined only for the section 
having a trailing-edge thickness of one-half themaximmth3clmess)indi- 
cated that the addition of the splitter Plate appeared to decrease the 
lift-divergence Mach n&ers somewhat under those of the section tit&out 
the plate. A com~arisoa of the lift curves of the airfoil section with 
and without the splitter Plate with those of the section having zero 
trailing-edge thicknessis illustrated in figure ILL for Mach numbers of 
0.65 and 0.85. For the section with the splitter Plate, the lift coeffi- 
cients were based on the total area, including that of the plate. AlEO. 
included in figure ll are the lift curves of a conventional, sharp, 
trailing-edge section, namely, the NACA 64-010. section. (These data were 
obtained from reference 8.) AU. the curves have been adWsted to pass 
through zero lift coefficient at zero angle of attack so that the cw+ 
parison is not obscured by small errors in the angle-of-attack setting 
or by model asymmetry. It is observed from figure ll that the section 
with the splitter plate displays s-what inferior lift characteristics to 
to those of the asme section without the splitter plate. The NACA 64-010 
section, at 0.65 Mach number, having lift characteristics superior to the 
other sections, is perceived to have at 0.85 mch number a lift curve not 
significantly different from that of the section with the sputter plate. 
The circulawc section having zero trailing-edge thickness disP%V 
lift characteristics quite inferior to the other sections, particularly 
at 0.85 Mach ntier. 

As was stated previously, the measured drags are considered 1IIll'* 
liable. By virtue of the vorticity in the wakes of the blunt trailing- 
edge airfoils, the direction of the local flow in the plane of the wake 
total-pressure measurements was periodically variant with time. As a 
result, it was suspected that true total pressures were not being 
measured by the wak+survey rake and that the drag coefficients so 
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determined for the blunt traiwdge airfoils were considerably in 
error. To assess the probable magnitude of this.error, the drags of two 
circular cylinders of different diameters were determined from simul- 
tsneous measurements of the total-pressure defect in the wake, the 
pressure distribution about the cylinders, and the reactions of the drag 
forces on a strawge balance. The drag coefficients determined from 
the wakmurvey measurements always were considerably greater than the 
corresponding values determined from the force snd pressurtiistributicol 
measurements, the difference being roughly proportionalto the cylinder 
diameters. It may be inferred from the cylinder investigation that the 
error in the wsk-urvey measurements of the drag of thick trai-dge 
airfoils increases with ixailing-edge thickness and, furthermore, that 
this error may be as great as 50 percent for the airfoil section having 
maximum thickness at the trailing edge. 

coNcLusICNs 

The results of a win&tusnel investigation from 0.3 to 0.9 Mach 
nuuiber of the lift end moment characteristics of four lO-percent-thick 
circul -c airfoil sections having traiUng-edg e thicknesses ranging 
from 0 to Loo percent of the maximum thic'kness lead to the following 
conclusions: 

1. Increases in the trawdge thictiess result in increases in 
maximum lift coefficient end lif+curve slope at all Mach numbers, and 
also in increases in liftrdlvergence Mach number at all lift coeffi- 
cients. 

2. Increases in the trai me thickness result in more nega- 
tive slopes of the pitching-m~ent+coefficient curves. 

3. .K&-m& vortex streets were present in the wakes of the sections 
with appreciable thickness at the trailing edge. Asaconsequenceof 
the vortex--street develolpnent, the airfoil lift is subject to rapid 
fluctuations of possibly important significance with respect to airplane 
tail buffeting and trailing-edge control--surface flutter. Also, the 
drag coefficients of the thick trail-dge sections were indicated to 
be high because of the energy losses associated with the vortex street. 
The vortex-street development and its adverse effects can be prevented 
by the attachment of a thin splitter plate to the airfoil trailing edge. 

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Moffett Field, Calif. 
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Figure 9.- Schlieren photographs of the flow fielde of the variow 
airfoil sectims at 0.7 Mach mmber and zero angle of attack. 
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(a) Without splitter plate. (b) With Bplitter plate. 

(c) Model removed; no flow. 

Figure lO.- Schlieren photographs of the effect of the splitter plate 
cm the flow field of the aIrfoil section having a trailJng-edge 
thickness equal to one&E the maxIn= thiclmese at 0.65 Mach 
number and zero angle of attack. 
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